
REYC Board Meeting 032416 
 
Lenny Long Jr. is excused. All other members present. 
The meeting was opened with the Pledge of Allegiance 
 
 Fleet Captain- Stephanie reported that Sue Haven YC is coming on Saturday for their Bunny 
Cruise. Discussion on a bartender. Erni said bartender Kathy is available for some of the 
events. The Surf & Turf is April 1st. Trivia Night is April 15th. 
 
Entertainment- Penny discussed the Veterans Bull Roast that was Sunday. They did not have 
a set up or clean- up crew. Discussion ensued about charging them for clean-up. Mike and 
Stephanie Gaff did all the clean-up themselves. The Veterans will o be charged for clean-up and 
will be notified. Penny brought up an issue with the rental agreement. She wanted clarification 
on item #2 in the agreement.  Commodore clarified issue with paying a bartender and members 
working for hours.  Bartenders work for a fee for 4 hours. There is an option for members to 
work for hours. The check should be made to REYC for bartenders. Erni is in charge of the 
bartender situation. 
 
Facilities- Mike reported options for railings on the deck. Steve Culhane can put in plastic 
railings for $3600.JJ can get glass railings for $6,000. Discussion on railings and what we need 
to spend so the money does not go to taxes. The commodore mentioned that now that we know 
our railings are not up to code, we are liable if someone falls through.  Further checking will be 
done on railings and Mike will discuss with Karen.  
Discussion on the bulkhead. If we use screws that have a coating, the bulkhead is guaranteed 
for life.  
 
Bar- Jerry said he is rotating the bar stock. Use stock that has a black “X” on it first. Erni said we 
may have a pump tap. They are only $30.00 new.  Erni mentioned that the Spring Fling does 
not make any money. There was a lengthy discussion on the Spring Fling that included the 
expense of the DJ and the cost of food.  The MIX 106 DJ was $500. There are good DJs for 
less around the Yachting community per Penny.  Members think it might need to be cancelled   
if there is no profitability. Commodore Len will contact Paul Watsic to discuss the Spring Fling..  
 
Motion - Lloyd, seconded by Mike. Adjourn Passed. 
 
 


